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“ A man who adds new meaning to the phrase Business Guru. ”
- Time Magazine on A. Parthasarathy

Success without Stress
For over six decades reowned philosopher A. Parthasarathy, popularly known as Swamiji, has
been expounding the knowledge of living that enables one to achieve the elusive combination of
dynamic action and stress-free life.
Like a jet flying at 500 mph while the passengers inside rest blissfully.
Preaching what he practices, at 90 Swamiji runs a full-time residential educational institution in
India, lectures across the world and represents his institution in sports.
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A.PARTHASARATHY
Philosopher & Business Guru
• Six decades of study and research on Vedanta.
• Author of eleven books including three best
sellers.
• Has addressed World Bank, Young Presidents’
Organisation, Indian Cricket Team, Harvard, NASA,
Stanford, Oxford, Google, Walt Disney et al.
• Founder and Guru of the Vedanta Academy.
• At age 90 continues to play cricket and win manof-the-match awards competing alongside players
one third his age.
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Applying Swami Parthasarathy's
Vedanta to Boardrooms
by Sujata Srinivasan
http://forbesindia.com/article/ideas-opinions/applying-swami-parthasarathys-vedanta-to-boardrooms/34733/1

Swami Parthasarathy’s Vedanta originates in the Upanishads, but his
teachings apply to boardrooms as well
SWAMI PARTHASARATHY
EDUCATION: Postgraduate in
international law from University
College, London
CAREER: Teacher of Vedanta; founder
of Vedanta Academy in Pune
INTERESTS: Cricket (has taught
Vedanta to the Indian cricket team),
yoga
More than 3,000 years ago, pupils sat
down with their gurus in the seclusion
of Indian forests with the intent of
learning Vedanta, which in Sanskrit
means the end (anta) of knowledge
(veda). Their discussions on the nature
of the mind, the intellect, the senses,
the world, and of cause and effect, were
transmitted through oral tradition first,
and written in a series of dialogues
later; these dialogues and ancient texts
went on to become the Upanishads,
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derived from the words upa (near), ni
(down) and shad (to sit)—as explained
by Dr S Radhakrishnan in The Principal Upanishads.
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“I attribute my studies of Vedanta to improving the skills I need as a leader.
My clarity of purpose is sharper than it has ever been in my life.”
Larry Moon, CEO Sandstone Group, as quoted in Forbes Magazine

